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Flush -mount car speakers for a factory fit.

6x9" 2 -way
A lot of performance in a low-priced
speaker. 50 -watt RMS, 150 -watt max.
capacity per channel. Paper cone,
foam -surround woofer with big 13.2-

oz. barium ferrite magnet, 2'h" paper
cone tweeter. 75-20,000Hz frequency
response. ITS
12-1738 Pair 39.99

:C MSDAW
4"2 -way
Coated 4" woofer with 5.3 -oz. magnet and a V/2"
Mylar tweeter combine for clean frequency reproduction
at an affordable price. 20 -watt RMS, 60 -watt max.

ower capacity per channel. 105-16,000Hz response.
12-1747 Pair 29.99
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Add New Life to
Your Car Stereo

Whether you're adding speakers or replacing old ones, RadioShack is
the place to go for speakers designed to fityour car's stock openings.
We have a great selection and everything you need for installation.

:e MAN.0A1
Our best 6x 9" 3 -way flush mounts
Incredible sound at an affordable price! These flush-mount speakers
sport a polypropylene -coated woofer with a big 20 -oz. magnet
for clear, deep bass. A 23/." midrange and 1" polyimide tweeter
make up the rest of this amazing speaker to deliver an unbelievable
sound. 120 -watt RMS, 360 -watt per channel max. 60-20,000Hz
frequency range. liti-s.;112-1769 Pair 99.99

4x6"2 -way
Designed to fit the odd -size speaker
openings found in many GM anc Nissan
cars and trucks. 4x6" woofer with coated -
paper cone and 5.3 -oz. magnet. 112"
Mylar tweeter. 20 -watt RMS, 60 -watt
max. per channel. 95-16,000Hz frequency
response. R:F-7']
12-1740 Pair 29.99

:CM1M1
5%" 3 -way
5'A" woofer, 2" midrange and 1" piezo tweeter
deliver smooth sound. 30 -watt RMS, 90 -watt
max. capacity per channel. 70-20,000Hz
response. Flush mounts at 2'/4" depth.

Pair 39.99

6'h" 2 -way
Paper -coated 672" woofer with 8 -oz.
magnet, 172" Mylar tweeter. Rated 30 -watt RMS,
90 -watt max. capacity per channel. 105-16,000Hz
frequency response.
12-1744 Pair 34.99

:e kw6xoto
6x9" 3 -way
Add sonic brilliance to your car stereo with these
great -sounding 3 -way speakers. Rated to handle an
impressive 60 -watt RMS, 180 -watt max. capacity per
channel! 272" midrange, 11/2" piezo tweeter. Wide
30-20,003Hz frequency response.

Pair 69.99

:C MRAI
5%" dual -cone
Only 2'12" deep-great for tight areas like
door panels. Dual -cone design includes
5'A" woofer and "whizzer" cone that
produces crisp highs. 15 -watt RMS,
45 -watt max. capacity per channel.
75-19,000Hz response.
12-1742 Pair 19.99
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The lowdown on top and bottom mounting
When depth is limited, top mounting can help get
speakers into tight spaces. When choosing a new
pair of speakers, always measure the space they
will occupy, then let RadioShack help find the
right speaker and mounting method for you.

Prices apply at participating RadioShack stores and dealers. Not all items
in all stores-ask about our ordering service (subject to availability).
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